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ABSTRACT 
Belief updating in Bayes nets, a well-known computationally hard problem, has 
recently been approximated by several deterministic algorithms and by various random- 
ized approximation algorithms. Deterministic algorithms usually provide probability 
bounds, but have an exponential runtime. Some randomized schemes have a polyno- 
mial runtime, but provide only probability estimates. Randomized algorithms that 
accumulate high-probability partial instantiations, resulting in probability bounds, are 
presented. Some of these algorithms are also sampling algorithms. Specifically, a variant 
of backward sampling, used both as a sampling algorithm and as a randomized 
enumeration algorithm, is introduced and evaluated. An implicit assumption made in 
prior work, for both sampling and accumulation algorithms, that query nodes must be 
instantiated in all the samples, is relaxed. Genetic algorithms can be used as an 
alternate search component for high-probability instantiations; several methods of 
applying them to belief updating are presented. © 1997 Elsevier Science Inc. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Computing marginal probabilities in a multiply connected Bayes net- 
work (also called belief updating [21]) is an important issue in probabilistic 
reasoning. The problem is known to be NP-hard [3], and in fact even 
approximating the probabilities has been shown to be NP-hard [5]. Never- 
theless, a large number of algorithms addressing the problem of inference 
in Bayesian networks exist, roughly categorized into exact algorithms and 
approximation algorithms. These are quite a large number of exact algo- 
rithms and their variations. The three basic exact schemes are arc reversal 
[28], clustering [15], and (cutset) conditioning [21], but improvements and 
refinements, too numerous to list here, have been added over the years. 
All of the algorithms have an exponential runtime, where the term in the 
exponent is some function of the topology. 
The class of approximation algorithms can be subclassified into deter- 
ministic and randomized algorithms. Most deterministic schemes are based 
on (partial) enumeration of an exponential number of instantiations (also 
called assignments), terms, or other aspects of the distribution. By consid- 
ering these elements tarting from the most probable ones, and computing 
their cumulative probability mass, these algorithms get a successively 
better approximation as more processing is performed, as follows. Let g~ 
be the evidence, and q be a query node with states Dq (domain of q). Let 
qi be the ith state of q, with 1 < i < IDql. Let ~ denote the assignment 
{q = q~}. Define the following quantities: 
f(g~) = P(union of elements consistent with g~), (1.1) 
P( ~ ~)  = P(union of elements inconsistent with g'), (1.2) 
/~(g", ~i) = P(elements contained in g~ and ~/), (1.3) 
= 1 - f i (~  ~) -  f i ( F ) ,  (1.4) 
where "elements" stands for "events corresponding to already enumerated 
instantiations" (or terms). The term "inconsistent" above means that the 
probability of the event intersection is 0, while "contained in" is in the 
sense of set inclusion of events (a condition stronger than "consistent"). 
These conditions, in effect, require that the following assumption holds: 
ASSUMPTION 1 In each element, node q must be instantiated. 
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With the above definitions, we get the following hard bounds on the 
marginal posterior probabilities (adapted from [23, 26]): 
P(~, ~i) + ~ f (~,  ~i) 
)_ P(~i[~'~) ~ (1 .5 )  P(~) + ~ P(~)  + ~' 
and the error margin in the posterior probability, for any P (~ [~), is thus 
E 
A (1.6) P(~) + 
Most such algorithms can provide guaranteed bounds similar to the 
above on the error of their probability estimates, and if allowed an 
exponential computation time (which is rarely done for these algorithms), 
will eventually enumerate all the elements and give an exact probability. 
We note in passing that the above equations can be used to approximate 
general distributions, regardless of whether they are represented as Bayes 
nets. The runtime and quality of approximation of these algorithms usually 
depends on the actual conditional distributions in the network, rather than 
just on the topology. 
Various algorithms of this class exist. Bounded conditioning [13] works 
in a manner similar to cutset conditioning, but does not sum the probabili- 
ties computed for all possible instantiations of the cutset variables, instead 
starting the evaluation with the most probable instantiations. Algorithms 
that simply enumerate instantiations are presented in [23] (enumeration of 
complete instantiations) and in [33] (partial, IB assignments). Another such 
algorithm considers terms, rather than instantiations [16]. Deterministic 
approximation algorithms that do not fit into this pattern are [35, 14]. 
The above approximation algorithms perform better if the conditional 
distributions are heavily skewed [6, 23]. 1 Encouraging theoretical results 
presented in [8] state that even for weak skewness, a small fraction of the 
instantiations i expected to hold most of the probability mass. Neverthe- 
less, finding these high-probability instantiations i a hard problem in and 
of itself. 
Randomized approximation algorithms usually depend on some form of 
sampling or scoring, over a large number of random trials. The probability 
of an event is estimated based on the fraction of the trials in which the 
event appears, among the total number of trials. In [12], approximation is 
achieved by stochastically sampling instantiations of the network variables. 
i Oddly enough, since [5] show that a high dependence value (a notion similar to skewness) 
makes approximate belief updating NP-hard. Nevertheless, if we can find the high-probability 
elements, which is usually the case in practice, it is better if the distribution is skewed. 
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Later work in randomized approximation algorithms attempts to increase 
sampling efficiency [1, 4] and to handle the case where the probability of 
the evidence is very low [9], which is a serious problem for most sampling 
algorithms. The randomized approximation algorithms perform better if 
the distributions are nearly uniform. In [4, 24], an explicit bound on the 
runtime is made in terms of a dependence value, which tends to 1 as the 
conditional probabilities for each node approach uniformity. However, 
regardless of the exact method employed, these algorithms can only 
provide either estimates on the errors of their answers, or bounds correct 
with a certain probability. 
This paper aims to take advantage of the randomization (in the search 
for high-probability instantiations), without losing the guaranteed error 
bounds provided by the deterministic algorithms. The basic idea is to find 
the high-probability instantiations with a randomized algorithm, and then 
to take the cumulative mass in the high-probability instantiations into 
account when approximating the marginal probability. A drawback is that 
even with the results of [8], a small fraction of the instantiations i still 
prohibitively large. It should be possible to use the topology and the 
structure of the local conditional distribution (exhibited in nodes such as 
noisy OR) to accumulate lements with still higher mass per element. 
In previous work [33], we presented eterministic algorithms that enu- 
merate independence-based (IB) assignments and accumulate their mass 
to approximate the marginal probabilities. The algorithms consist of a 
generator, which provides IB assignments in decreasing order of probabil- 
ity, and an evaluator, which accumulates the mass in the assignments and 
computes the probability estimates and error bounds. Three generators 
were examined and evaluated empirically: simple heuristic search, heuris- 
tic search with cost sharing, and integer linear programming. The last- 
mentioned generators allowed the overall algorithms to operate fficiently, 
comparing favorably with stochastic simulation. The algorithm provided 
approximations for problem instances that exact algorithms could not 
handle, on belief networks with 50 nodes or more. 
1.1. Definitions and Notation 
For convenience, we define our notation, and review the definition of IB 
assignments, below. An assignment ~' is an instantiation to a set of 
network variables, denoted by a set of (node, state) pairs, or a set of 
node = state assignments; its set of assigned nodes is denoted span(z¢). ~¢ 
is complete w.r.t, a node set S just when S = span(~'), and is partial 
otherwise, za¢ is consistent if each node appears in at most one pair (that is, 
if ~¢ is a partial function form a node to a state). Two assignments are 
consistent just when their union is consistent. The event corresponding to
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an assignment ~¢ = {(vl, sl) . . . . .  (v n, Sn) } is the event where u i is in state s i 
for all 1 < i < n. We use P(~¢) to denote the probability of the event 
corresponding to zg. The term ze'(v) denotes the value assigned to v by 
assignment ~'. For a node v, we denote its parents (immediate predeces- 
sors) by p(v),  all its ancestors (excluding v) by ~r+(v) (Tr ÷ is the transitive 
closure of ~-), and its ancestors (inclusive of u) by zr*(v) (reflexive, 
transitive closure of zr). We use the notation z¢ s to denote ~¢' - {(v, d) [ v 
S} for any set of nodes S. For example, ~tvl denotes the assignment ~¢ 
restricted just to v. 
A (possibly partial) assignment ~¢ is IB if for every node v instantiated 
in z¢', the IB condition holds at u w.r.t. ~¢, where: 
DEFINITION ] The IB condition holds at node v w.r.t. ~¢ iff P(~g{v } [~¢,~(v)) 
is independent o f  every possible instantiation of  nodes in zr+( v ) that are not 
instantiated in ~,.2 
For example, for leaky binary OR node v with binary parents u i (as in 
Figure 1), let ~¢ = {v = T, u 1 = T}. Then the IB condition holds at v w.r.t. 
z¢' because P(v  = T[u  1 -~ T )  = 0.9, and will stay 0.9, no matter what 
2 The condition is concisely expressed, in the case-based independence notation of [29, 30] 
[where In(X, Y[Z)  means that the first two arguments, each being either assignments or sets 
of variables, are independent given the conditioning event on the right], as ln(.a¢, 7r÷(v) -
span(~¢) [~¢~(v)). A similarly concise statement is possible with context-specific independence 
(CSI, [2]), which is essentially a reinvented form of case-based independence. 
pfw 0=o.1 p(w 2)--o.5 
p(. i  ~n w .fal~);o.9 l . J  p(~l .ot w 2 )=o.~ 
1 , ~ / ~ f -~p(u  9=0.5f-~ P(u4~.5 UlO0 
y" -~ P(vl someu i true)=0.9 
v / 
Figure 1. Example Bayes network. 
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further instantiations we make to ancestors of v: that is, ln({v = 
T},{u2, Ua, U4,Wl, W 2}[{u 1 = T}), because P(v  = T lu  I = T ,u  i=  T )= 
P (v  = T I u I = T, u i = F)  = 0.9 for any i > 1, and this independence also 
holds for assignments o w 1, w2, the indirect ancestors of v. 
A natural unit to use for IB assignments i the maximal  IB hypercube 
[26], defined as follows. A hypercube ~'~ is an assignment to a node v and 
some of its parents. (We say that such a hypercube Y is based on v). ~ is 
an IB hypercube if the IB condition holds at v w.r.t.X. It is a maximal  IB 
hypercube if there is no (setwise) smaller assignment such that the IB 
condition still holds at v. 3 Clearly, the maximal IB hypercube is not 
unique. For example, let v be an OR node with parents ul, u 2. Then 
H: = {v = T, u I = T}, H 2 = {v = T, /2 2 : T}, and H 3 = {v = T, u 1 = F, 
u 2 = F} are all maximal IB hypercubes. For each hypercube H, we define 
a hypercubeprobabil i ty P ' (H)  as its conditional probability (rather than the 
probability of the assignment H).  In the above example, P ' (H  1) is P(v  = 
T I u I = T), which is equal to both P(v  = T[ u: = T, u 2 : T)  and P(v  = 
T I u 1 = T, u 2 = F), by definition of IB hypercubes. The latter two num- 
bers appear in the distribution array for node v in the Bayes network. 
Every IB assignment can be (efficiently) segmented into (possibly over- 
lapping) maximal IB hypercube components. The probability of the assign- 
ment is equal to the product of its component hypercube probabilities (the 
segmentation is not unique, but this holds for all segmentations). Hyper- 
cubes are indeed used as basic elements in several of our approximation 
algorithms. 
1.2. Problems Addressed Here 
The fact that in an IB assignment not all variables are instantiated leads 
to a possible overlap between the events corresponding to different IB 
assignments. Finding the most probable IB assignment is (in practice) 
somewhat easier than finding the MAP (most probable complete assign- 
ment). Computing the probability of an IB assignment takes roughly linear 
time in the cardinality of the assignment. 
Nevertheless, clearly there exist problem instances for which these 
generators will not provide even the first most-probable assignment in 
reasonable time, as this is also an NP-hard problem [31]. In this paper, we 
replace the generator with a randomized search algorithm. This entails 
several complications: first, we cannot be sure when we get the most 
3 Setwise smaller assignments "cover" larger parts of the sample space; hence the term 
"maximal IB hypercube." 
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probable assignment, let alone use the algorithm to enumerate the assign- 
ments in order of decreasing probabilities. However, the evaluator compo- 
nent uses an equation [a variant of Equation (1.5)] that assumes nothing 
about the order of the assignments it processes. It is sufficient hat we get 
the high-probability instantiations efficiently, independently of the order. 
In fact, the overlap (in terms of sample-space events) between IB assign- 
ments makes it possible to compute a good approximation without ever 
encountering the most probable assignments. 
The overlapping IB assignments lead to the second complication, which 
is that if there are too many overlaps, computing the cumulative mass (e.g. 
by inclusion-exclusion) becomes difficult. Early experiments on the behav- 
ior of inclusion-exclusion on sets of IB assignments generated using our 
deterministic algorithms howed that the problem is benign in practice. 
Nevertheless, if we now relax the requirement that the assignments arrive 
in decreasing order of probability, we should consider the possibility that 
the behavior of inclusion-exclusion will deteriorate. 
Randomized search for a good set of IB assignments i possible in 
various ways. In fact, one could simply take any algorithm in the class of 
randomized approximation algorithms, and score the generated instantia- 
tions as in Equation (1.5), and in this manner get both the hard bounds 
and, if they are unreasonable, use the probability estimate from sampling 
instead. In this paper, we introduce a novel variant of the backward 
simulation algorithm [9] and show its convergence to the correct values 
(Theorem 1). Its advantage is that sampling larger chunks of the probabil- 
ity space is likely to converge faster than sampling complete instantiations, 
which is done in most sampling algorithms. In addition to simulation, the 
algorithm also enumerates the sampled IB assignments. We also experi- 
ment with genetic algorithms as a possible source of good IB assignments. 
Since IB assignments do not instantiate all nodes, it seems that such 
algorithms must be explicitly required to instantiate ach query node, in 
order to comply with Assumption 1, at a considerable increase in computa- 
tion time. Essentially, this implies that the algorithm must be rerun once 
for every query node. We show that under certain conditions, Assumption 
1 can be significantly relaxed, obviating the need for multiple runs of the 
algorithm, for an interesting class of problems. The latter is a significant 
theoretical (and practical) extension of the results of [26]. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we outline 
the design of the randomized part of the algorithm, and the evaluator. 
Section 3 shows how to sample IB assignments and how to relax Assump- 
tion 1, both for accumulation and for sampling. Section 4 examines the use 
of genetic algorithms for finding the high-probability IB assignments. 
Section 5 is an empirical evaluation of the algorithm and a performance 
comparison with other algorithms. 
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IB Sampling Probs. ~] 
Probability 
A~ignment ~l~ Sampling Evaluator Estirmtes 
Sampler Sumn~tion Probability 
Inclusion/Exclusion Optional Bou~ls 
IB ignments 
Figure 2. Block diagram of the hybrid algorithm. 
2. HYBRID ALGORITHM 
The algorithm consists of an instantiation generator (the randomized 
algorithm), which outputs IB assignments o a summation evaluator and to 
a sampling evaluator as shown in Figure 2. The summation evaluator we 
used initially is that of [26]. This simplified evaluator puts the instantiation 
given by the generator into the ith bucket (for an IB assignment consistent 
with the evidence and ~)  or to the 0th bucket (for an IB assignment 
inconsistent with the evidence). Instantiations that are completely sub- 
sumed by previous ones are discarded. The effective mass of the as- 
signment (probability of the assignment that is not overlapped by any 
assignment already in the bucket) is added to f i(~, ~i) or P (~ ~), respec- 
tively. 
The sampling evaluator is the likelihood-weighting scoring method [12], 
which scores each IB assignment 5g according to its sampling probability 
Ps(~') and its event probability P(~).  That is, for each query node q, a set 
of total scores st(q) (one for each state, initiated to 0) is kept. If 
5¢(q) = qi, it increments the score for state i by s.~,(qi)= P(g)/Ps(s¢).  
The probability estimate /;(~i I ~)  is given by 
s,(qi) 
Eqj ~ oqs,(qi) " 
Obviously, the sampling evaluator does not need to keep track of already 
visited instantiations. 
In the generator part, we need to be able to provide the high-probability 
instantiations quickly. Since we do not need to do that in strict order, any 
random walk that visits the high-probability instantiations frequently is a 
viable choice. In order to use the sampling scorer, it is necessary, in 
addition to the random walk, that Ps(~) be known. 
3. SAMPLING IB ASSIGNMENTS 
In order to be able to perform a sampling algorithm, we need to be able 
to compute a meaningful sampling probability of an instantiation, Ps(s¢). 
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The fact that maximal IB hypercubes based on a variable may be overlap- 
ping events (as in the example in Section 1) makes this difficult. Things 
become easier if we only consider a set of disjoint (that is, mutually 
inconsistent) IB instantiations that covers the probability space. In order to 
do that, we use, at each node v, a set of disjoint, covering IB hypercubes 
2/~.', instead of the set of maximal hypercubes. In the example of the 
two-input OR node, we could use the set {H~, H~ H~}, with H~ = {v = T, 
U 1 = T}, H~ = {v = T, u 1 = F, u 2 = T}, and H~ = {v = T, u I = F, u 2 = 
F}, rather than the nondisjoint set {H I, H 2, H3}. 4 
3.1. The Basic Sampling Algorithm 
Now, let us define the following IB assignment selection method (Method 
1). This method is the basis of all the IB assignment generation algorithms 
in this paper, except for the generic algorithm variants. We use the term 
"method" rather than "algorithm" because the selection steps in the 
method are left undetermined at this point: they are either deterministic, 
nondeterministic, or randomized, depending on later context. 
Input: Bayes network with a set ~¢~/ of disjoint covering hypercubes for 
each node, an evidence assignment g', and (optionally) a query node 
q. 
Output: An assignment ~¢. 
1. Sort the nodes in a total order consistent with a reverse topological 
ordering (where nodes precede their parents). Discard every node 
preceding all evidence and query nodes. 
2. Let ~¢ = ~, and mark all nodes as unvisited. 
3. Option 1: Select a state qi for the query node, and set ~ '  to 
~, u ~/. 
4. Visit (and mark as visited) the first unvisited node v in span(~¢), 
according to the ordering, and: 
(a) Select a hypercube H~ consistent with ~ from the set ~Y~/. 
(b) Set ~" to ~g U H. 
5, Repeat step 4 until no unvisited nodes remain in span(~¢). 
As stated above, the selection in steps 2 and 4(a) are deliberately left 
arbitrary at this point, to be determined by context below (heuristic, 
nondeterministic, or randomized). 
For example, consider the Bayes network of Figure 1, with evidence 
{v = T}. Suppose further that for state v = T (we omit hypercubes for 
4 The set of covering disjoint hypercubes is not unique. Obviously, for efficiency, we would 
like the disjoint hypercubes to be as "large" and as few as possible. We use a greedy 
algorithm to find such a set. 
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other states, for conciseness) the disjoint hypercubes are {v = T, u 1 = 
T},{v = T,  u 1 F ,  u 2 = T}, {v = T,  u I = F ,  u 2 = F ,  u 2 = T}, {v = T, 
u I = F,  u 2 = F, u 3 = F, u 3 = T} (all with hypercube probabil ity 0.9), 
and {v = T, u 1 = F,  u 2 = F,  u 3 = F,  u 3 = F} (hypercube probabil ity 
0.1); and for state u 2 = T the hypercubes are {u 2 = T, w 2 = F} (hyper- 
cube probabil ity 0.1) and {u 2 = T, w 2 = T} (0.7). For state u I = F we 
could have {U 1 = F, w 1 = T}, {u 1 = F,  w 1 = F, w 2 = T} (probability 
0.7), and {u 1 = F,  w 1 = F, w 2 = F} (0.1). Root nodes all have one 
0-dimensional hypercube per state; e.g., for w 1 we have {w I = T} 
(probability 0.1) and {w 1 = F} (0.9). 
Step 1: Sort the nodes, to get, e.g. v, u 3, u 2, w 2, u 1, w~, u 4. In step 2, we 
set ~¢ = {v = T}. One possible run of Method 1 with no query node 
would be: 
1. Visit v, select hypercube {v = T, u~ = F, u 2 = T}; set ~¢ = {v = T,  
u 1 = F, U 2 = T). 
2. Visit u 2 [skipping u3, which is not in span(~¢)]. Select {u 2 = T, 
w 2=T}.Set~c={v=T,u l  =F ,  u2=T,w 2=T}.  
3. Visit w2; must select {w 2 = T} (only one possibility here). 
4. Visit Ul; select {u~ =F,  w I=F ,  w 2=T} (note that {u 1 =F ,  
w I = F, w 2 = F} is inconsistent with oae and cannot be selected). 
~¢ = {v = T, u I = F, u 2 = T, w 2 = T, w I = F}. 
4. Visit w~; must select {w I = F}. No change in ~,  where now all the 
nodes have been marked. 
Nodes u 3, u 4 are neither assigned a value nor visited in this particular 
run. Nevertheless, the result {v = T, u 1 = F, u 2 = T, w~ = F, w 3 = T} 
is an IB assignment, and its probabil ity is the product of the selected 
hypercube probabilities, 0.9 × 0.7 × 0.7 × 0.1 × 0.5 ~ 0.022. 
Let ~ denote the set of all assignments hat can be (nondeterminist i -  
cally) generated by Method 1. 5 Let ~q, be the set of all IB assignments 
~¢ in ~7 such that ~/c_ j ,  and ~Tq be the set of all IB assignments in
that assign some value to q. We can now show: 
LEMMA 1 Let  ~¢ ~.  Then s~¢ is an IB  ass ignment ,  and  fo r  each 
E r v ~ span(~¢), there is a un ique  H~, ~ such that  H,~ c~¢.  
Proof Since ~ '  is a un ion of consistent IB hypercubes, and every node 
in span(~ ¢) is visited, then the IB condit ion holds at every node in span(g) ,  
and thus ~¢ is by definit ion an IB assignment. Selection of the hypercubes 
5 We assume that the total order generated in step 1 is always the same one. For efficiency, 
since Method 1 must be run multiple times per problem instance, step 1 is actually performed 
only once per problem instance. 
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at each node v is unique, because only one hypercube in ~Y¢~' is consistent 
with ~¢ (disjointness of the hypercubes in ~Y~j). • 
LEMMA 2 The set of lB assignments ~ is disjoint and covers the evidence. 
Proof Let ~'  be any complete assignment to the nodes of the diagram, 
consistent with the evidence. We show that there is some ~ ~ ~ such that 
~¢ ___ ~', i.e., the event ~'  is a subevent of ~¢. To do that, follow Method 1, 
selecting qi = ~'(q) at step 3. When step 4(a) is reached for any variable v, 
select the hypercube H L, consistent with B. There is exactly one such 
hypercube, as ~'  assigns v and all its parents, and all hypercubes in ,,Y¢~' are 
disjoint; and it exists because the hypercubes ~ '  cover all possible assign- 
ments to v and its parents, by definition of,,~j. Now, since the constructed 
assignment ~¢ is consistent with ~ at any point in the construction 
(including at termination), then clearly ~ _c ~', and thus the assignments 
~¢ cover the evidence. 
We now show disjointness. Let ~¢, ~ '  ~ ~ such that their event intersec- 
tion is nonempty. Thus, there is some complete assignment ~'  consistent 
with both ~ and ~.  But, according to Lemma 1, generating by Method 1 
an assignment that is consistent with ~'  can be done only by a unique 
sequence of choices of hypercubes, which uniquely determine the output 
instantiation. Thus, ~' = z¢'. • 
Method 1 (including option 1) and Lemmas 1, 2 allow us to define the 
random selection of IB assignments as follows. To generate a random IB 
instantiation, use Method 1, but in step 3 select state qi randomly with 
some probability Ps(qi), and in step 4(a) independently select hypercube 
H~. with some probability Ps(Hv). The only constraints on the selection 
probabilities are that in step 3, the qi's are selected with strictly positive 
probabilities that sum to 1, that at each node v visited the probability of 
selecting some hypercube H, is 1, and that Ps(Hv) > 0 for all H,  ~v .  
Let nspan(~¢ ) be the set of hypercubes selected in generating assignment ~¢. 
PROPOSITION 1 Let ~¢ be any IB assignment that can be generated by the 
random selection method above. Then the probability of generating ~¢ (the 
sampling probability) is given by 
Ps(.a¢) = Ps(qi) I--I Ps (n)  • 
H ~ Hspan(.~, ) 
The above follows immediately from the selection method, the selec- 
tions being performed independently, and Lemma 1. 
Finally, we can show that the random selection method above, together 
with the sample scoring, constitutes a valid approximation algorithm. 
THEOREM 1 The sampling algorithm using the random selection method 
and likelihood-weighting scoring converges to the correct value of P( cg i I~). 
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Proof It is sufficient o show that, for a single sample, the expected 
value of the sample score is equal to P(g~ u ~). The theorem then follows 
immediately from prior work [9]. Let s(qi) be the score for qi, and s~(qi) 
be the score for qi when assignment ~¢ is sampled. The expected value of 
the scores for a single sample is given by 
E[s(qi)] = ~_, Ps(~)s~c(qi)= Y'~ Ps(N) 
P (~ U ~)  
- - ~_~ P(~g)  =P(~U~) .  
Ps( J )  ~q ,  
Because q ~ span(~) for every d ~ ~, if (q, qj) ~.~ for some i :# j, then 
by definition P(~' u ~)  = O. The rightmost equality follows from the fact 
that ~7 is disjoint and covers the evidence. • 
3.2. Relaxing Assumption 1 
We now relax the requirement that the query node be instantiated, and 
require instead only that q be either instantiated or independent of the 
sampled IB assignments. We being by modifying the requirement for 
accumulation. Let ~q' be all the IB assignments ~¢ and ~ such that 
~-*(q) ~ span(~) (that is, assignments hat do not assign either q or any 
of its ancestors). 
THEOREM 2 Let ~ be the set of IB assignments generated nondeterminis- 
tically by Method 1 without option 1, and q be an arbitrary node. If 
= s~u' u ~q, then 
P(g~ U ~)  = ~., P (~)  + ~ P(~)P(~) .  (3.1) 
~ ,  o~q '  
Proof We begin by showing the following lemma: 
LEMMA 3 If q U rr+(q) ~ span(sg), then P(sg U ~i) = P(~)P(~i) for 
every qi ~ Dq. 
Proof See appendix. • 
The theorem follows immediately from Lemma 3, ~q' U ~q, being a 
disjoint set of IB assignments covering ~, and the fact that if j ~ i, then 
P(~' u ~)  = 0 for all ~ ~ 5~ qj. • 
COROLLARY 1 Equation (3.1) always holds whenever q is a root node. 
The best-first approximation algorithm of [26] essentially used Method 1 
for generating IB assignments, except hat an agenda of assignments was 
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kept, and the selection at step 4 is done on the "best" instantiation i  the 
agenda, using a heuristic (both "cost-so-far" and "shared-cost" were tried). 
The selection then selected "in parallel" all possible hypercubes in step 
4(a), and all the resulting assignments were put on the agenda. Addition- 
ally, Method 1 was implemented as a generator: that is, after returning an 
IB assignment, it was resumed at step 4, rather than restarted. In the 
algorithm, option 1, instantiating the query node, was always used. 
However, with the above corollary, whenever we want to approximate 
probabilities only for root nodes, we need not force the nodes to be 
instantiated in the IB assignments, i.e. we can drop option 1. Additionally, 
finding the prior probability of each root node takes time O(1). In fact, 
even for nonroot nodes, option 1 is not necessary as an initializing step for 
an accumulation-type algorithm. Use Method 1 (without option 1) to find 
an IB assignment .a¢. Now, if q is instantiated in ~¢ or no ancestor of q is 
in ~ (which is sure to occur if q is a root node), we are done (assuming 
the prior probabilities for q are known). Otherwise, add (q, qi) to ~,  and 
continue the hypercube selection process until termination. If that is done, 
one can still use Equation (3.1). 
It is interesting that relaxing the requirement of instantiated query 
nodes can also be used in sampling. 
THEOREM 3 Let ~ be the set of lB assignments generated nondeterministi- 
cal!y by Method 1 without option 1, and q be an arbitrary node. If 
= ~q' ~J ~q and the sampling weight 
PCa~) (1_ ~i ~.a¢, 
s~r(q~) - Ps(~¢) 10(~) '  q ~ span(d),  
otherwise 
(3.2) 
is used, then, "using Method 1 without option 1 as the sampling operator, the 
sampling algorithm converges to P( ~i I ~ ). 
Proof As before, it is sufficient to show that the expected value of 
s~c(qi) s P(g" U ~,). The expected value is given by 
E[s(q i )  ] = y" Ps(SY)s~(qi) 
~-, Ps(xd).-E-7--j-;~ + E Ps(5~') 
Ps(~¢') 
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and, by eliminating redundant factors and using Theorem 2, we have 
E[s (q i ) ]  = Y'~ P(.x¢) + Y'~ P ( ,~c)P(~i )  = P (~ U ~'i). 
..~ ~q i  ,~ ~q '  
The theorem follows immediately. • 
As for accumulation, the conditions of the theorem always hold for root 
nodes, and thus we can drop option 1 from the sampling algorithm if we 
only need probability estimates for root nodes. 
4. USING GENETIC ALGORITHMS 
The fact that genetic algorithms (GAs) [10] visit several points in the 
search space concurrently is the reason we elected to look in their 
direction. In fact, [25] already used a GA to find the maximum a posteriori 
probability complete instantiation (MAP), but did not use it for estimating 
marginal probabilities. In the latter problem, even if the GA generator 
fails to generate all the high probability IB assignments quickly, our 
bounds will still be hard bounds. Where the results will suffer is in the 
tightness of the bounds. At this point, we do not know how to define a 
sampling probability for the assignments generated by genetic algorithms. 
Thus, we use them, in this variant of the algorithm, only for computing 
bounds (accumulating), and not in the sampling probability estimator (see 
Figure 3). Since we are not using samples, we can use either disjoint sets of 
hypercubes or the sets of maximal hypercubes. 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  ,~¢~t  f~ a~C4l~r'nt "a ln l t~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i 
Generator (Genetic Algorithm variant) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ;~__ '~_  ] _~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ', 
Evaluator 
Figure 3. Block diagram of a GA approximation algorithm. 
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The GA process involves taking a small sample from the space of 
possible solutions (called the population) and using it to generate other 
(possibly better) solutions. The method of generating new solutions is 
modeled after natural genetic evolution. For our probabilistic reasoning, 
each member of the population corresponds to a particular assignment to 
the random variables in the Bayesian etwork. 
Each population is subjected to three basic operations (selection, 
crossover, and mutation) during the course of one generation; the results 
of the operations determine the composition of the population for the next 
generation (see Figure 3). The selection operation is the standard "roulette 
wheel" selection approach, based on the ranking of the individuals within 
the population instead of the absolute performance value. The crossover 
operation performs a two-point crossover: two selected genes are broken 
in two randomly selected places, and the middle sections are exchanges to 
form the new members of the population. Mutation randomly selects a 
chromosome to modify and then randomly chooses a new value for that 
chromosome. 
The result of this genetic manipulation is that the population for our 
random-variable assignments ends to contain members with high joint 
probabilities. Thus, our sampling allows us to accumulate mass at a 
possibly faster pace than deterministic approaches. We now consider two 
approaches for using GAs in our computations. 
4.1. GA with Complete Assignments 
By definition, every complete assignments is lB. However, if we consider 
only complete assignments, we will need a prohibitively large number of 
assignments to get a good approximation. What we are after is to convert 
each complete assignment ~¢" in the population into a compatible, higher 
probability IB assignment ~' cz¢, by making several nodes uninstantiated. 
The fitness value of each element will then be in terms of the probability 
of ~'. 
An additional requirement is that both the evidence and query nodes be 
instantiated in ~', as otherwise we would get assignments which violate the 
assumption for using Equation (1.5). Finding such an assignment ofhighest 
probability is hard [17]. Instead, we elect to find an IB assignment ~ _c~¢' 
that is minimal w.r.t, set inclusion. If the Bayes net has an indegree 
bounded by a constant, and has n nodes, it is possible to find such an 
assignment in O(n) time [17]. Otherwise, it can still be done in low-order 
polynomial time. One variant of the algorithm is outlined below (for 
details of the algorithm, as well as a proof of correctness, see the 
above-cited paper): 
1. Sort the nodes in a reverse topological order (sink first). 
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2. For each node v (starting from a sink), uninstantiate v if it is not an 
evidence node and not a query node, and if removing v preserves the 
IB condition of every instantiated child of v. 
We can assume, without loss of generality, that every node is either 
evidence, or query, or an ancestor of such a node. (If this is not so, add a 
preprocessing step that removes all these redundant nodes. In fact, the 
sorting should also be performed in the preprocessing step.) In this variant 
of the algorithm, population elements are complete assignment, which are 
represented as a simple unidimensional array A of size n, where the 
elements a i is the instantiation of the node indexed by i (after sorting). 
This representation allows standard genetic algorithm to be applied. What 
remains to be done is describe the operating parameters for the algorithm. 
The fitness measure was described above. The remaining parameters are 
mutation and crossover methods, as well as several numerical parameters, 
which we set as described below. 
The crossover method we employ is two-point crossover. In general, the 
choices made are based on [20] (since the cited paper attempts to solve the 
closely related problem of probabilistic diagnostic reasoning), with modifi- 
cations as follows. The mutation rate is relatively high, since we do not  
want to run the genetic algorithm to convergence, but rather to explore 
the search space. This is also the reason for avoiding the elitist policy 
(which always keeps the best element alive in the next generation, unless it 
is worse than every element already selected for the next generation). 
4.2. Messy Genetic Algorithms for IB Assignments 
In the previous ubsection, we explored a straightforward application of 
GAs to our problem. As we saw above, we were restricted to complete 
assignments. The difficulty with having a population consisting only of IB 
assignments i that such assignments, by definition, are incomplete. This 
implies that the number of individual nodes which have an assignment 
varies from one IB assignment to another, as well as which nodes are 
assigned. Traditional GA approaches assume population elements to be of 
a single fixed length. 
Even if we permit incomplete assignments as population elements, we 
are not guaranteed that such assignments are IB. In fact, based on the IB 
condition from Definition 1, the strong constraints between individual 
node assignments renders nearly all incomplete assignments non-lB. 
In view of the two problems of variable-length elements and strong 
structural constraints, we consider a variant of GAs called messy GAs [18, 
19]. Messy GAs were developed to handle highly constrained problems, 
such as the traveling-salesman problem, which have been classified as 
GA-hard [7]. Intuitively, messy GAs employ a building-blocks approach for 
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evolutionary programming. From a pool of genetic material consisting of 
both complete and incomplete genes, new genes are formed by cutting or 
splicing together existing genes. The better the genetic morsel, the more 
likely it will survive and help form new genes each generation. The cutting 
and splicing operations effectively replace the crossover operation of GAs, 
but the mutation operation is maintained. 
For our problem, we choose the hypercubes as our smallest genetic item. 
Our goal is to string these hypercubes together to form an IB assignment. 
There are two problems we must take into account. First, it is clear that 
certain hypercubes will be incompatible with others. Two such incompati- 
ble hypercubes in a gene should render it totally unfit. Second, we must 
somehow decide the fitness of these incomplete assignments. Obviously, 
these are the special problems in this approach to working with IB 
assignments which we alluded to earlier. 
The philosophy of messy GAs is to preserve/build "chunks" of genetic 
material, in this case, hypercube strings, which are very promising. Hence, 
hypercube strings which contain incompatibilities may be maintained until 
the desired "chunk" has been extracted or the offending substring is 
replaced. Thus, our fitness will be a function of the probabilities of the 
hypercubes involved, merged with other factors such as compatibility and 
length. Finally, in order to extract more IB assignments from a given pool, 
we can build them from the incomplete assignments by using a template 
approach. 
5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Due to the hybrid nature of the algorithms, it is hard to get theoretical 
results on performance for any interesting class of problems, as was done 
in [4]. This is especially true in that the kinds of problem instances we are 
working with have high dependency value, and according to [4] are "ex- 
pected" to be hard. We thus experimented on two problems, estimating 
probabilities of root nodes that are ancestors of the evidence nodes, as 
follows. 
5.1. Network for Sensor Fusion 
We experimented on a network, generated ynamically for fusion of 
sonar data in the presence of spurious readings, discussed in [32]. These 
networks are essentially three-level networks, where all evidence nodes are 
sink nodes, and we wish to compute the posteriors for all root nodes. The 
intermediate l vel consists of OR nodes. In the interest of keeping distribu- 
tion arrays small, as well as decreasing the number of hypercubes per 
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node, OR nodes were limited to two parents, by adding intermediate OR 
nodes where necessary. Evidence nodes were linked by a chain of AND 
nodes, so as to get only one actual evidence node. All nodes are binary 
valued. The network in the experiment had 21 original evidence nodes and 
105 root nodes, for a total of 356 nodes (all relevant, being ancestors of 
some evidence node by construction). The network was expected to be 
extremely hard for randomized algorithms, since it has many conditional 
distribution entries of 0 (and thus the worst possible dependency value). 
Nevertheless, by performing sampling, and discarding samples with event 
probability 0, one should still obtain convergence to correct values. 
Comparisons were run using all the above algorithms, as well as the 
junction-tree xact algorithm variant in IDEAL. The network was near the 
limit of practical exact evaluation, taking 4.5 hours on a Sparc ELC, and 
nearly exhausting the swap space of 80 Mbyte. For the sampling algo- 
rithms, we ran 3000 samples each. For forward logic sampling (the likeli- 
hood-weighting version) and backward sampling, the network was ex- 
tremely hard. Both algorithms generated a total of zero useful samples, 
and approximation was thus impossible. The network was also hard for IB 
sampling, but we did get roughly 10% useful samples, for a reasonably fast, 
useful approximation, with average rror vs. number of samples hown in 
Figure 4. 6 
This improvement in sampling results is due to both the cost-sharing 
heuristic and the fact that the partial IB assignments left more possibilities 
open late in the sample generation process, and thus were less likely to run 
into being forced to select 0-probability terms than the other algorithms, 
which use only complete assignments. Trying to accumulate IB assign- 
ments proved useless. The very low evidence probability (about 10 14) 
made it impossible to collect sufficient nonevidence mass to achieve useful 
bounds with the randomized algorithms (including GA), while the deter- 
ministic best-first search algorithm crashed, exhausting swap space, after 
several hours, before finding even the single most probable IB assignment 
consistent with the evidence. 
5.2. Comparison with Related Work 
The second set consists of a five-node network, with two sets of distribu- 
tions. We show results for the first case in [9], for comparative purposes. 
The schemes tried were forward logic sampling and backward sampling 
6 In the original implementation reported in [27], 3000 samples took 45 minutes and resulted 
in only 30 useful samples, for a level of accuracy reached with 300 samples (taking about 15 
seconds CPU with the same machine) in the current implementation. 
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Figure 4. Average rror for the sensor fusion network. 
]B Sampling " 
Trinls 
(confirming experimental results by [9]), IB sampling (with Ps based on 
cost sharing), "optimal" sampling (that is, forward sampling according to 
the actual exact probability given the evidence), and IB sampling with 
accumulation of IB samples. Results of the first four algorithms are shown 
in Figure 5. Errors are total errors for all variable states, averaged over 
100-250 runs for the smaller-sample counts, and 10 runs for the larger- 
sample counts. The fast that IB sampling performed commensurately with 
"optimal" sampling is due to the fact that in this small network the 
cost-sharing heuristic approximates nearly exactly the prior distributions of 
all the nodes, which, admittedly, is a quirk of this network] Similar results 
(not shown) occurred for the modified network probabilities shown in [9]). 
7 The results for accumulated samples yield an error margin A = 0 for most runs. Presum- 
ably, this is due to the fact that the network is very small, and all possible states (cross 
product)  were covered quickly. Needless to say, this is unl ikely to occur in large networks. 
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Figure 5. Comparison of sampling algorithms. 
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5.3. Other GA Results 
In addition to the above experiments, we implemented both GAs that 
use complete instantiations, and messy GAs. Our experiments were on 50 
problem instances, using randomly generated Bayes networks with 2000 
nodes (the same as in [26]), and compared them with our deterministic 
approximation algorithms from [26]. The results, although somewhat en- 
couraging, were not greatly so. True, for some problem instances the 
probability mass in collected instances was greater than that collected by 
our best deterministic algorithm (cost-sharing heuristic search), for the 
same runtime. However, that occurred only for about half of the tests, and 
in no case was the difference overwhelming. We thus omit the detailed 
experimental results. We can only hope that future improvements of the 
GAs will improve performance. 
In another experiment with 500-node networks, we collected mass with 
GAs, and rather than generating bounds (which were bad: near 0-1), we 
used the probability mass in the buckets directly as estimated likelihood 
ratios. In the limit, these likelihood estimates converge to the correct 
conditional likelihoods. However, finite-time experimental results showed 
a variance somewhat greater than (and thus somewhat inferior to) that of 
other sampling algorithms, such as logic sampling and likelihood weighting. 
Nevertheless, it is encouraging to note that a scheme very similar to the 
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our latter GA scheme, developed independently and reported in [34], was 
much more successful. Whether that is due to the fact that the networks 
used in [34] were different (usually much smaller), or due to a different 
GA, is yet to be determined. 
6. DISCUSSION 
In the interest of finding the sampling probability Ps for the assign- 
ments, we used sets of disjoint hypercubes at each node, rather than 
(possibly overlapping) maximal IB hypercubes. Using partial assignments 
to compute marginal probabilities has also been tried by Poole [22], where 
the partial assignments are disjoint explanations for the evidence, akin to 
our IB assignments covering the evidence. In fact, Poole's explanations are 
IB assignments, the only difference being that in our scheme there would 
be a somewhat smaller number of disjoint IB assignments, in many cases. 
Our results can thus be directly used as a sampling scheme for Poole's 
explanation. 
One may ask how our experiments represent real (application) prob- 
lems. A variant of this question is: How large a number of hypercubes i
possible per Bayes net node? Is it about the same as the number of 
conditioning cases (bad), or the number of predecessors (good)? This 
depends on the structure of the node distribution. For pure OR or AND 
nodes, etc., the answer is favorable (linear in the number of predecessors). 
The number is also small for noisy OR nodes, assuming that they are 
represented in causal-independence [11]format: i.e. a pure OR with lead-in 
noise nodes. The latter can be done by a precompilation phase. Since 
many application Bayes nets have nodes of this type and skewed distribu- 
tions, we believe that our approximation algorithms will do well in many 
problem instances from applications. 
7. CONCLUSION 
Deterministic approximation algorithms for belief updating have the 
advantage ofproviding bounds on the probabilities, which are not available 
with sampling algorithms. Randomized algorithms have the advantage of 
providing approximations quickly, compared to the search performed in 
the deterministic algorithms, which may take exponential time; but they 
provide no hard bounds. 
This paper suggests a hybrid scheme: a randomized core that searches 
for good elements, and a deterministic accumulation of the probability 
mass in the elements, to get the hard bounds. In several cases, reported in 
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[33], the hard bounds provided by accumulation were of a magnitude 
similar to (or better than) the error estimates for sampling algorithms. 
Being more reliable, the bounds can be an indicator of when the sampling 
scheme has failed (i.e. seemingly converged, to an incorrect result). A 
novel variant of backward sampling, with sampled elements being partial 
IB assignments rather than complete assignments, was also developed. 
Relaxing the constraint hat query nodes must be instantiated in an 
assignment proved useful for the algorithm, especially for reasoning in the 
diagnostic direction. 
Empirical evaluation of the algorithm showed its advantages over sev- 
eral existing sampling algorithms. Experimental results for IB sampling 
and accumulation clearly favor the sampling version of the algorithm over 
accumulation, as well as over other sampling algorithms, for the sensor 
fusion network. GA search for high-probability IB assignments was at- 
tempted, with only mediocre results, to date. 
Planned future work is to try to improve our GAs, for better covering of 
the search space, and possibly to define a meaningful sample probability 
for elements of a GA population. In the IB sampling algorithm, we intend 
to try to further increase the fraction of useful IB samples in networks for 
sensor fusion, and experiment on other networks from applications. 
APPENDIX. PROOF OF LEMMA 3 
RESTATEMENT OF LEMMA 3 I f  q U 1r+(q) ~ span(o~'), then P(o~ U ~i) 
= P(~')P(~i)  for every qi ~ Dq. 
Proof First, we need to introduce some notation, to be used only in the 
proof. For any set of nodes S, we denote by ~s  the set of all possible 
complete assignments o the nodes in S. The set of all the nodes in the 
Bayes network is denoted V, and O = V - span(~¢) - {q}. Also, note that 
if we have a restricted assignment, such as (d  u 2 )s ,  and S n span0a0 = 
Q, the restricted assignment is equivalent to ~'s- 
We now continue with the proof. By conditioning, we can write: 
P(~ u ,~) = ~ P (~ u~ u ,~) 
~,~o 
Using the definition of the probability distribution for Bayes networks, the 
above can be rewritten as 
,~, E ~o 
v ~ spanC~) J 
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But, since ~¢ is an IB assignment, he IB condition holds at every node in 
span(~¢), and we can write: 
r I  F__, 
v ~ span(,~) v ~ span(~ ¢)
where the rightmost equality is a property of IB assignments shown in [30]. 
We are left with 
P(5~/ U t~'i) = P(Jff') = E P(cCi l~"~#(q,)L~oP('~(v} l (Jff" U'q~ U d~i)rr(v,), 
~Wo 
and it is sufficient o prove that the summation above is equal to P (~) .  
We begin by separating 0 into nodes in rr+(q) and all the rest, and 
separating the summation and product. By taking advantage of the inde- 
pendence assumption of Bayes networks, the summation can be written as 
]~ [P(~/[2"(q))  VI P(~{v} I~,(v)) 
.~c~'~+(q) .~ '~W o ~+(q) [ v~Tr+(q) 
x H P(~(.) [ (~ u.~' u...~ u ~,)~.(,.)) 1.
v~O rr+(q) ] 
The first term and first product are now independent of the second 
summation, and are moved outside: 
E [P(d2i ]2~r~r(q) ) r I  P(2(~,} I_~.U,)) 
t 7r+(q) 
x E 1-] u2 u 
,~o  .+(q) v~O-~+(q)  ] 
We now claim that the second summation is equal to 1, and can thus be 
dropped, as follows. Consider some node u in O-  7r+(q) that is an 
ancestor of no node in O - ~-+(q) (Bayes networks are directed acyclic 
graphs; thus for any set there is always at least one node with this 
property). Let O 1 = O - ~-+(q) - {u}. The summation can now be rewrit- 
ten as 
E [ L B1 /~ (~{U} I (~" U ~J U "'~ U ~')TT(U)) 
,~ ~ wo,  ' 
The rightmost summation is a sum of conditional probabilities (given the 
state of all the parents of u) over all states of a probability space, and is 
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thus equal to 1. Repeating the argument recursively with the remaining 
sum and O 1 standing for O, it is evident hat the entire expression is equal 
to 1. It is now sufficient o show that 
~-, P(~i ['~,;,r(q)) H P(-~{,.)12,(v)) = P(~'i). 
_~r~(q) v ~ ~r+(q) 
However, the latter follows immediately from the definition of the proba- 
bility distribution of Bayes networks, and conditioning (consider a Bayes 
network consisting just of q and its ancestors). • 
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